This paper investigates the application of angular correlation function (ACF) processing for target detection, when a metallic object beneath a randomly rough soil surface is sought by ground penetrating radar (GPR). ACF processing is an inherently coherent and multi-static approach. Here we compare its results to those from candidate multi-static incoherent processing strategies. In 2-D numerical simulations, we assume that the antennas are elevated above the soil surface and that the only significant source of environmental randomness is the soil surface roughness. To expand the basis for the ACF, averaging is performed over both frequency and limited spatial shift. We take pains to use realistic GPR problem parameters, together with relevant and varied target geometries. Results are evaluated over an ensemble of geometrical realizations, to gain some statistical picture of each method's behavior and performance. Under the parameter limitations applied here, combined frequency and spatial averaging are required to produce recognizable ACF behavior. Contrary to expectations, the ACF processing performs best in the vicinity of the "memory line," not when we avoid it.
INTRODUCTION
The urgency of detecting abandoned landmines, unexploded ordnance, and other dangerous subsurface objects means that we must devise and test innovative methods of sensor deployment and data processing. Ground penetrating radar offers significant discrimination potential. However the lossiness of moist soil means that wavelengths on the order of the buried object must be employed, which stresses the limits of resolution. Together with the prominence of clutter due to natural heterogeneity, this means that one will often fail with traditional or established GPR methods. New methods, such ACF processing, must exploit angular, positional, polarization, and frequency diversity to pool enough data to distinguish subsurface objects. This brings to the fore the question of how one may achieve beneficial diversification in data pertaining to a single patch of terrain beneath which a target may lie. To investigate this and to characterize ACF performance under realistic parameter constraints, rigorous 2-D simulations were performed. These determined the scattered fields from randomly rough surfaces, with and without metallic targets below, which were then used as input for ACF processing.
In ACF processing one performs a particular kind of coherent average of received signals from two sets of incidence and observation angles, motivated by the notion that the relative coherence of the discrete object's response will show through the random clutter. The success of the method should depend on a number of things, including the nature of the process generating clutter, which in this study is ground surface roughness only. Tsang et al [1] offer an elegantly simple proof that random scattering from such surfaces will average to zero under ACF processing, except near the "memory line," given a large enough number of samples. This presupposes random scattering that is statistically invariant under translation, a condition which may often be approximated in practice.
The basic phenomenon of ACF is a recent discovery, first reported in 1988 by Feng et al [2] , with amplification by Michel and O'Donnell [3] and Nieto-Vesperinas and Sanchez-Gil [4] . Subsequent work expanded the bases for ACF processing (e.g. [5] ) and brought together theory, analytical treatment, computation, and measurement (e.g. [6] - [8] ) for both random rough surface and volume scattering. Of late, investigators have pursued the usefulness of ACF variants particularly for object detection in a clutter producing environment ([e.g. [1] , [9] - [12] ). Most recently, Zhang and Tsang [13] have broken new ground with 3-D simulations, showing benefits from ACF processing of cross polarized components.
On the whole, previous studies generally involve limited dimensionality and polarization features, with geometrically simple subsurface targets.
For usefulness in GPR sensing, the ACF approach immediately brings to the fore a number of questions: How can one achieve a sufficiently large number of samples pertaining to a single spot on the terrain? In some studies the averaging basis (correlation ensemble) for the ACF is expanded by varying incident or scattering angles about a reference value. However this is impractical here. Given our realistic ground surface characteristics and electromagnetic wavelengths, the variations required in polar angle for reasonably independent samples would be too great. It would be interesting to see, in a 3-D context, how much variation of azimuthal angle would help for the problem parameters we use here (c.f.
[13], [14] ). In essentially all previous studies involving ACF for subsurface target detection, the investigators eschew averaging over spatial shifts, given the fixed geometry of the target location. Here we attempt to expand the ACF averaging basis by shifting the incident beam slightly about the target location, enough to provide reasonably independent samples without losing sight of the target. Beyond the consideration of ACF averaging basis, we must confront the issue of the memory line, where we expect clutter signals to correlate substantially. For any finite number of samples obtained in any particular way, how broad will the memory "line" be and how visible will the target be in its vicinity?
Target geometry should play a role as well: a target with sufficient geometrical complexity may produce responses that rival those from the rough surface in terms of effective randomness.
With these issues in mind, we attempt here to evaluate the behavior of the ACF in the face of realistic ground roughness and moisture content, target geometry, and highest practical GPR bandwidth and frequencies. To model a consciously buried object, we choose soils surface parameters designed to mimic features of a prepared or raked terrain, with enough residual roughness to cause clutter problems.
For an expanded correlation ensemble, given a single subject ground surface, we sample over both frequency and space, i.e. using overlapping incident beam locations. Within the limits of 2-D simulation, polarization effects were investigated as well. Most of the material below pertains to vertical polarization, relative to the plane of incidence; additional results for horizontal polarization are reported elsewhere [15] . Scattering solutions and ACF processing are carried out over a set of rough surface realizations within the chosen class, thereby enabling us to chart ACF performance statistically and to contrast it with other logically comparable types of incoherent processing. For clarity here, we emphasize the distinction between two different ensembles: the realization set and the correlation ensemble. The former ensemble is the set of ground surface profile realizations, each studied with and without a discrete target beneath. For each such realization, we perform ACF computations over a correlation ensemble. This latter ensemble contains scattering data over some variation of frequency and/or spatial shift, for two combinations of incidence and observation angle.
In the cases investigated, correlation over the combined frequency and spatial ensemble succeeds in producing recognizable ACF behavior in that a relatively clear peak emerges about the memory line, with suppressed clutter magnitudes elsewhere. Correlation over ensembles produced by either frequency variation or spatial variation alone fails in this respect. The results also cast doubt on an assumption that is usually taken for granted in ACF application, namely that to distinguish the target one should avoid the memory line region. In the cases studied here the reverse appears to be true.
In what follows we first detail the problem specification and the method for generataing the realizations on which simulations are performed. This is followed by explanation of the scattering calculations and development of the bases for ACF computation, with definition of the alternative approaches to which ACF processing is compared. After the subsequent results section, we conclude with a summary discussion.
PROBLEM SPECIFICATION AND THE REALIZATION SET
The scene considered is depicted in Figure 1 . A randomly rough ground surface is illuminated by a radar beam from an unseen source within the air above. Scattered waves are also received within the upper half space of air, at some observation point in the far field. While far field observation represents a certain idealization relative to typical GPR practice, it allows us to study stand-off sensing without introducing the variable of antenna distance. It is unlikely that any of the conclusions of this study would be materially affected by the introduction of near field observation at points significantly above the ground. In any case, the methodology described here is capable of treating such cases as well.
The buried mine-like example target shown below the surface (bottom) is 10 cm high, 22 cm wide at the base, and 10 cm wide at its top, which is 5 cm below the mean surface. For comparison, an horizontally oriented elliptical cross section target of the same size was also studied (major and minor axes of 22 cm and 10 cm, respectively). With the target removed, the ground surface in the lower figure produced the fields in the upper figure, under horizontally polarized normal incidence. The lateral taper of the incident beam is illustrated by the magnitude of the two total (scattered plus incident) E field solution magnitudes shown along the soil. Most of the beam energy is contained within about a meter wide footprint. However artificially, we specify this fixed beam width on the ground surface, across the entire frequency range and for all incidence angles, in order to restrain the number of factors that vary.
Note the relatively small difference in ground surface field pattern produced by illumination at opposite ends of our frequency band, given the soil parameters. While the differences between response to different frequencies increases at off-normal incidence, this figure illustrates our basic challenge: we must strive innovatively to achieve independent samples of response from a given geometry.
Variation of the soil surface profile introduces environmental randomness; the soil is otherwise considered to be homogeneous. The real part of the soil dielectric constant is 9, typical of a moist soil, and its electrical conductivity is 10 -3 S/m. In the simulations, each target is located at the depth indicated to assure that its response will be thoroughly tangled with that from the ground surface, to challenge our special processing. In addition to the elliptical target, the one in the figure is chosen for its irregularity.
Part of the object of the tests is to see whether the target response possesses sufficient underlying coherent features that will not decorrelate over the correlation ensemble. That is, we take care to choose a relevant geometry with irregularities on the order of the surface perturbations, in part to see whether its effect simply averages out, as if it were tantamount to another mere surface variation. All subsurface targets are assumed to be perfect electric conductors.
The randomly rough ground surface z(x) (m) is generated numerically by selecting a parent distribution Fourier transform Z(K) of its height profile, corresponding to an invariant power spectrum W (K) in the form of a Rayleigh distribution,
where h (m) is the root mean square height variation, (m) the correlation length, and K (m -1 ) is the surface profile wave number. This form of W(K) suppresses large scale, low frequency surface shape components and produces many relatively realistic small bumps, as shown in the figure. We set the magnitude of Z(K) equal to W K ( ) for each K, and then randomize the phase of
where u(0,1) is a random number from a flat distribution between zero and one and i is the square root of minus one. Realizations of this process constitute an ensemble in which each member surface is different but has the same specified h and , equal here to 1 cm and 3 cm respectively.
Each z(x) generated provides a case entered into the realization ensemble. For each such case, numerical scattering solutions are obtained, with and without discrete target present, for entry into the correlation ensembles. For a given prospective target location, we expand the correlation ensemble population by shifting the beam location on the ground surface to one side or the other, while still illuminating the discrete target to some degree. The realistic frequency ranges and geometrical parameters chosen here impose unavoidable constraints on shifts in beam position, limiting ones ability to expand the correlation ensemble via positional diversity in the data. This has to do in part with the relatively low frequencies that are required to penetrate the ground. The GPR bandwidth from 800 MHz to 1600 MHz is taken to be representative of the highest and widest frequency range that could be applied to the assumed soil conditions with any benefit in terms of resolution. Examination of computed solutions over the ensemble of surfaces showed that frequency increments of at least about 100 MHz were typically required to obtain reasonably independent samples of scattered field. The degree of independence was estimated by direct examination of the complex scattered field in many examples. This frequency increment also coincides approximately with that recommended as a "rule of thumb" by Zhang et al [9] . The frequency increment chosen means that computations were performed at 9 equally spaced frequencies of 800 MHz, 900 MHz, etc. A finer division would not have produced significant benefit in most cases and a coarser division might have degraded resolution.
For these long wavelengths and typically small bump sizes, one must shift the beam roughly 25
cm to obtain another reasonably independent sample. At the same time (see figure 1) , one cannot shift the beam very far without losing sight of the target, so to speak. In the tests described below, the beam was 
where ψ denotes E for the electric field in horizontal polarization (E field vectorially into the page, i.e. analytically. More details and explicit expression are available in references [16] and [17] . Both E and H codes were tested against computations by others, against our own benchmark cases evaluated by other methods, against analytical solutions, and by internal consistency checks (e.g. energy conservation).
Following Thorsos [18] , the incident field is formulated to be strictly consistent with Maxwell's equations. The beam parameters were set to enforce a fixed surface footprint (Figure 1 ), as mentioned above. This presupposes a somewhat unrealistically changing angular beamwidth as the incidence angle is changed. This was tolerated to keep focus on the medium, target, frequency, position, and angular effects, without introducing additional angular and beamwidth dependence in the parameter space. With the beam spectrum and the surface lengths required, the beam formulation worked well up to about 50 o off normal incidence angles. For more extreme incidence angles its performance degraded, producing asymmetries as more evanescent beam components would have been required on one end of the mesh than the other. Simulations were restricted to the angular range in which its performance proved reliable.
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where brackets <…> denote averaging (correlation computation), and the subscript ξ indicates the quantity varied, over which the ACF correlation is computed,
x for correlation over the 5 x b only ξ = f for correlation over the 9 frequencies only (7) xf for correlation over all x b and f values (45 cases).
ψ(θ i1 ,θ s1 ) is the scattered field computed for one combination of incidence and scattering angles; ψ * (θ i2 ,θ s2 ) is the complex conjugate of the scattered field for a second set of incidence and scattering angles. Given enough samples, the clutter portion of ψ will decorrelate, producing negligible ACF magnitudes except around the "memory line" where
(Note that incidence and scattering angles have opposite sign conventions relative to the vertical axis)
As a last note on the ACF computation we point out that, when both frequency and spatial averaging were employed together, spatial averaging was done "first." In particular, for a given shift in beam position of b, the scattered fields at each frequency were phase shifted by kb to compensate for sensor motion. Thus it is as if we observe the target from a position fixed with respect to it, with somewhat differing segments of the surrounding soil included in each beam application. degrees we see the situation dramatically changed. Overall, the relative visibility of the subsurface targets depends very much on which target one considers and which observation angles he chooses. With this illustration of the potential visibility of the targets, but the uncertainty of that visibility, we conclude that the postulated conditions pose a good test of the discrimination methods to be applied.
Beyond investigation of basic ACF phenomenology, we are also interested in its evaluation relative to some other approaches, for which we adduce here bistatic cross section, σ(x b ,f;θ i ,θ s ), and angularly integrated cross section (AIX). ACF treatment is inherently bistatic.
Therefore a fair object of comparison is simply performance in terms of bistatic scattered energy, for combinations or ranges of angles over which we might consider the ACF. Also, because bistatic recording of energy may often be simpler than bistatic coherent processing when it comes to physical measurement, this is a logical choice for benchmark comparisons. Given σ(x b ,f;θ i ,θ s ) values for a particular surface profile realization, one can average it by summing over f only or over both x b and f.
By angularly integrated cross section (AIX) we mean the total scattered energy summed over all negative scattering angles from zero to -π/2; that is, the sum of all energy scattered into the same quadrant where we assume the transmitter is located. Again, we may average this basic integral measure over frequency, or over both x b and f:
Because we are avoiding the quadrant with the specular direction(s), these AIX quantities allow us to examine energy returned by sheer clutter (surface roughness) when the target is absent; or energy from the roughness plus target when it is present. In practice, this quantity might be measured by an array of receivers on a dish close to the ground, intercepting all negative angle scattered energy (or a comprehensive sample thereof), and summing incoherently. AIX processing is an attempt to avoid "unlucky" directions of incidence or observation in the other approaches.
RESULTS
Most of the results below pertain to vertical polarization cases, with the mine-like target when a target is present. Cases for horizontal polarization and/or elliptical target are specifically noted as such..
More results for horizontal polarization, without σ(x b ,f;θ i ,θ s ) and AIX comparisons, are presented by O'Neill [15] . The third lobe, on the left, both for target and no-target cases, persists through all the ACF computations here, and also in the horizontally polarized results reported by O'Neill [15] . The origin of this left most lobe is not known. It is doubtful that this effect be rationalized in terms of specular, i.e. backscattering from the target. The wavelengths are generally large relative to the target, its surfaces and corners.
Further, the effect appears for both target shapes studied; and while the target appears to amplify it considerably, it also appears for the rough surface without target. It may be due in some way to the particular structure of randomization chosen for the surface profile, described above.
While Figure 3 is somewhat encouraging from the point of average reliability of the ACF for target detection, average reliability is not necessarily the quantity of interest here. Rather, we are most 
By this simple standard the target is slightly more visible, on average, without the application of spatial summing (ν = 2.0 vs 1.7). AIX results for 50 degree incidence are similar: Visibility is slightly less affected by the combination of frequency and spatial summing (ν = 1.64 vs 1.5); in any case the addition of spatial summing fails to improve results. Again, this is presumably because the less energy scatters from the target as it is shifted out of the center of the beam. Overall, visibility is slightly diminished relative to the 25 o incidence case. This is in contrast to some of the results presented previously by O'Neill et al [17] . In the results here, increase in incidence angle does not diminish clutter from surface scattering relative to the strength of reflections from the target, at least by AIX measure. Figure 8 shows
AIX xf values over a 25 surface realization ensemble for horizontal polarization under 25 o incidence.
Results for both the mine and ellipse are displayed. As noted above, the greater variability of the response from the ellipse makes it less reliably visible; ν for the mine is approximately 2.0, while that for the ellipse is 1.2, due almost entirely to the greater variance of the ellipse's response.
SUMMARY DISCUSSION
In the 2-D numerical experiments performed here, care was taken to employ geophysical parameters that are realistic for small scale roughness on the surface of moist soil. To enhance resolution possibilities, the greatest reasonable GPR frequencies and bandwidth were assumed. Under these conditions, variants of ACF processing were generally successful in distinguishing cases with buried targets from those without targets, for alternative buried target geometries, including a mine-like shape.
However the ACF of did not perform materially better than incoherent bistatic alternatives. Notably, over a range of 50 realizations, combined variation of frequency and spatial beam shifting were required to build sufficient ensemble of independent realizations, for each realization, for recognizable ACF character to emerge. ACF processing benefited decisively from this expansion of the averaging basis, because it provided enough cases for the coherent averaging to operate and reduce clutter. By contrast, target detectability did not generally improve in the incoherent methods when spatial shifting was used to expand the averaging pool.. This is because the incoherent methods depend crucially on magnitude of response, which spatial shifting of the incident beam diminished as it reduced average target illumination.
Perhaps most striking is our finding that cases with a target present were most reliably distinguishable from those without a buried target under ACF processing when one focused attention on the memory line region, instead of avoiding it. Relatively good ACF target detection performance was also observed in a secondary lobe outside the memory line region, where random clutter similarly appeared to correlate.
These effects appeared for both elliptical and mine-like targets, under both horizontal and vertical polarization. 
